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Bull Trout and Aquatic Ecosystem Integrity
Two conservation initiatives in the Crown of the Continent Ecosystem

Bull trout are native charr in Alberta
Kevin Van Tighem
Bull trout (Salvelinus confluentus) is a species of concern in Alberta.
Both its abundance and distribution have been substantially reduced
over the past century. Fitch (1994) estimates that bull trout in the
Oldman River watershed now occupy barely 30% of their historic
range, largely because of habitat fragmentation and angler overharvest.
Bull trout are a native charr, capable of thriving in the relatively
unproductive environments that typify streams draining the Rocky
Mountains. A number of adaptations enable them not only to successfully exploit headwater drainages, but also to grow to very large size,
sometimes exceeding 5 or 10 kilograms. No other salmonid, native or
introduced, can consistently attain such large sizes in these drainages.
Bull trout spawn in September in cold, clean headwater streams,
particularly in areas where upwelling ground water in the streambed
gravel provides a relatively stable thermal regime and prevents anchor
ice from forming in the winter. However, headwater streams in the
Rocky Mountains are subject to pronounced spring floods that move
a great deal of stream bed material each year. Consequently, large bull
trout have an advantage over smaller members of the species because
they can excavate deep redds in gravels of large diameter, rather than
having to spawn in finer material that is more likely to be scoured away
during flood events. Fall spawning also helps because there is time for
eggs to develop and fry to hatch before the next year's floods.
Headwater streams may contain resident populations of small bull
trout, but primary production is too low to support large fish. In most
bull trout populations, a considerable proportion of the population
grows slowly in headwater streams for four to six years, then migrates
downstream into large lakes or rivers where it adopts a predatory lifestyle
and begins to grow more rapidly. An aggressive feeding strategy enables
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these fish to optimize their food intake, but also makes them highly
vulnerable to anglers. These and several other characteristics make bull
trout a valuable indicator species for the health of running-water
ecosystems in the Rocky Mountain region.
BULL TROUT AND ECOSYSTEM INTEGRITY
For bull trout to thrive and persist, they require:
• a stable, high-quality groundwater regime in headwater drainages
• clean, cold stream water, low in fine sediments that would
clog spawning gravels
• uninterrupted access from downstream reaches to headwater
spawning streams
• an informed and responsible human angling population
Declining bull trout populations have been linked (Fitch 1994,
Rieman and Mclntyre 1993) to:
• disruption of groundwater regimes due to excessive road construction and logging in headwater drainages
• increased sedimentation from the same sources and inappropriate riparian live-stock grazing regimes
• on-stream dams, culvert placements under roads and other artificial barriers to fish passage that fragment stream systems
• excessive harvest of large spawners by anglers
Given the importance of bull trout in aquatic ecosystems, Waterton
Lakes National Park (WNLP) has placed a high priority on its recovery
— continued on page 6 —
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EDITORIAL
I have always been fascinated by water and the diversity of life in and around it.
Rivers, streams, wetlands, ponds and lakes provide critical habitat for much of the
flora and fauna that make up the biodiversity that is critical to the preservation of
our rich natural heritage. Our historical and cultural heritage is inextricably linked
to aquatic ecosystems in a multiplicity of ways. Rivers formed the backbone of the
transportation network as Canada was explored and settled. Water is a critical
resource for most of our extractive, manufacturing and agricultural industries. We
use and reuse, and often misuse, water many times as it flows towards one of our
three oceans. It is impossible to quantify water's aesthetic value, but as we hike in
the mountain parks, beach comb on one of our coasts or fish from canoes in small
wilderness lakes, it is clear that aquatic ecosystems are important parts of our
Canadian Heritage.
This issue ofResearch Linksis a window for some of the issues that face Canadians
as we attempt to preserve natural ecosystems, particularly aquatic systems. Although not by design, this issue comes at a time of crises in our fisheries, and in the
midst of changes which affect how governmental agencies, pt ivate corporations and
the general public interact in the management and protection of our aquatic
ecosystems. Major changes are underway in the various government agencies that
have the mandate to manage and protect aquatic ecosystems across the country.
Cutbacks in funding fot basic research and management of aquatic ecosystems will
undoubtedly reduce our ability to sustain systems and rehabilitate those already
degraded.
Aquatic resources in Canada are unrealistically and dramatically undervalued by
most people relative to the contributions these resources make to our standard of
living and to our culture. Most Canadians are unaware that income from freshwater
sport fishing is estimated at 4 billion dollars annually. However, this industry may
share the same fate as commercial fisheries on both coasts. Yet, economic devastation in our commercial fisheries is not as great as cultural upheaval for those
Canadians whose livelihood has depended on these resources for generations.
Aquatic researchers and managers are aware of Canada's once impressive international reputation in the field. However, this collective expertise is rapidly being
eroded. It is far from clear whether the remaining staff will be able to cope with the
accelerating crises that develop as multiple-use resource conflicts continue to
degrade our aquatic systems. Similatly, it is unclear whether the small group of
aquatic experts at Parks Canada will be capable of protecting and managing our
aquatic resources for future generations to enjoy.
In this issue, Research Links provides readers with research and updates on the state
of aquatic resources associated with National Parks across the country. Some of the
articles have an optimistic view of the progtess we have made in pteserving aquatic
ecosystems. Others are less optimistic. Since water integrates processes across all
ecosystems, aquatic ecosystems provide us with early signs of potentially large-scale
problems. Let's pay attention to them.

FRANCOPHONES
Le texte de cette publication est offert en francais.
Vous pouvez l'obtenir en ccrivant a l'adressc dans la
p. 24.

John R. Post
Editorial Board Member and Professor of Biological Sciences,
University of Calgary

SUBMISSIONS WELCOME FOR WINTER
ISSUE. DEADLINE IS OCTOBER 18, 1996.
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EXPANDING OUR FOCUS

FEEDBACK...
"Staff at Historic Sites appreciate
and make use of each issue. It's a great
source of information that allows us to
keep on top of the research occurring
within the parks. Keep up the great
work!"
Brenda Lepitzki,
Librarian, Historic Sites, Banff National Park

"I can tell that you did great work. I
would like that Research Linksbecome
a national bulletin..."
Luc Foisy, cbefinterimaire, Service de la
conservation des ressources naturelles

"I find myself fascinated with Parks
Canada's current research projects and
wish that I had more time to study these
issues [of Research Links]. I found Volume 3, No. 2 [the Fire Issue] particularly interesting and informative."
Erika Schroeder,
student, Lethbridge Community College

CORRECTIONAL NOTE:
In an earlier issue, we asked whar you
thought of Research Links becoming a national publication. O u r mandate has been
to focus on research activities within a limited geographical area - Alberta and BC and on occasion we have looked beyond
these borders for our articles. We listened
to our readers and we heard your suggestions that Research Links should take on a
national perspective, detailing research activities in national parks and historic sites
across Canada. While the consequences of
such a change would be large, the benefits
of expanding the "links" are unquestionable. The Editorial Board was prepared to
approve the change pending commitment

from other Parks Canada regions, headquarters, and individuals to share the workload and the costs. Individuals came forward and volunteered to participate, but
universal financial support was not there.
However, Ontario Region was an exception, and we have begun exploring ways to
include Ontario research activities, park
experts and readers, in an expanded Research Links. Should nation-wide interest
increase, the Editorial Board is prepared to
review this decision next year. For now,
Research Linksw'dl remain a regional publication, highlighting research of interest to
parks and historic sites in Alberta,-BC and
Ontario.

H E L L © * (S®@ID-IB¥IR
W e say thank you t o our external Editorial Board member,
John Post, who has completed his two-year promise to us. H e
asked what we wanted - we said everything. H e asked how much
time - we said n o t much. H o w could we be so right, and so
wrong? H e gave everything, all the time. A n d in saying goodbye to J o h n , we introduce his colleague, Lawrence Harder, as
the newest member of the Research Links Editorial Board.
Welcome Lawrence!
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On page 8 of the Spring 1996 issue of
Research Links, we described Eric H iggs'
research interest as "model forest studies."
"I am principal investigator with a
multi-year Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada
(SSHRC) / Parks Canada project on
human influence and ecological restoration in the montane valleys of Jasper
National Park (JNP)... While I have
followed the work of the Model Forest,
I have no direct research connection
with it."
Eric Higgs,
Associate Professor, Dept. of Anthropology I
Sociology, University of Alberta

Many field researchers and experts
from the University of Alberta are involved in the SSHRC / Parks Canada
research project, which operates out of
the Palisades Centre in JNP. The project
will develop a comprehensive database
of historical information and a
spatiotemporal model of human influence. It will also create an integrated,
collaborative research program at the
Palisades Centre. If you would like
further information about this project,
please contact Eric Higgs, Principal
Investigator, or Cynthia Zutter, Project
Manager, at the Palisades Centre. Tel:
(403)
852-6212,
e-mail:
eric.higgs@ualberta.ca. Information is
also available on Eric Higgs' homepage:
htp://www.ualberta.ca/-blevis/
eric.htm.
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Pacific Rim National Park, BC

Mapping Kelp Forests in Barkley Sound
Catherine T.J. Elliott and Louis D. Druehl
A three-year project designed to map the
kelp species in Barkley Sound has achieved
an intensity and duration of study which is
rare in the assessment of the large, perennial, marine seaweeds. Concentrating in
the Broken Group Islands within Pacific
Rim National Park Reserve, researchers
from the Bamfield Marine Station, a cooperative venture of five western Canadian
universities (Univeristy of British Columbia, University of Victoria, Simon Fraser
University, University of Alberta and University of Calgary) have mapped and annotated kelp species at over 160 sites.
The mapping compiles historical records
and observations made over the three-year
period 1993-1995. The multi-year data set
allows the assessment of kelp species diversity and abundance fluctuations over time.
In addition, each kelp species is described,
its Northeast Pacific distribution and general ecology is defined, and its ethnobotanical
and present-day uses are noted.
Kelp (members of the brown alga order
Laminariales) and a few other large, brown
algae were chosen for the study for two
major reasons. First, these plants constitute
the biophysical landscape which provides

Distribution ofLaminaria

the three-dimensional architecture essential to inhabitants and visitors of the rocky
intertidal and shallow subtidal regions of
our cold seas. In that sense, the plants serve
functions similar to trees in terrestrial forests. They provide shelter for motile species
and substrate for sessile species, and they
function as nurseries for juveniles. They are
the major, primary producers which provide energy for the complex intertidal and
subtidal ecosystems. Second, kelp and related species are large and seasonally persistent, which simplifies the task of estimating
abundance. Furthermore, the taxonomy of
these plants is based on conspicuous morphological features which are easy to differentiate. All of these features combined
enable kelp surveyors to become proficient
at obtaining reliable and reproduceable data.
The kelp study contributes to three levels
ofecological understanding: inventory, community composition, and community dynamics. A comprehensive inventory of kelp
and other selected seaweed species has been
achieved. The relative abundances of studied species have been determined at all sites.
These data enable researchers to track species invasions and local extinctions and to

setchellii in Barkley Sound
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Laminaria

setchellii: a kelp species

note more subtle changes in abundance.
Baseline information can be used to correlate environmental parameters and seaweed
communities. In addition, a strong understanding of both kelp distribution and the
basic units of kelp community structure is
essential if we are to develop a comprehensive picture of natural community dynamics.
From the ecosystem manager's viewpoint,
this study can be of assistance in several
ways. As a comprehensive inventory, the
study will enable the resource managers to
identify key areas of weakness where more
study is required. The study results can be
used to identify critical wildlife habitats,
n o t a b l y those of the sea u r c h i n
(Strongylocentrotus spp.) and the sea otter
[Enhydra lutris), species whose population
numbers are linked to kelp density. Mapping brings to light unique species and
species associations. Inventory information can be applied to the estimation of
impact due to visitor use, oil spills and
global warming, as well as to the recognition of ecological shifts due to the
re-introduction of the sea otter and to other,
unforseen events. Parks Canada will also be
able to make use of the report both as a
training tool for Heritage Resource Conservation and Heritage Communications
staff and as a resource for the education of
visitors and regional neighbours.

Catherine Elliott is a biology graduate of
McGill University who conducted a two-year
study of kelp at the Bamfield Marine Station.
Louis Druehl is Associate Director of the
Bamfield Marine Station and Professor of
Biology at Simon Fraser University. For more
information, please contact the Bamfield
Marine Station, Bamfield, BC, VOR IBO.
Tel: (604) 728-3301, fax: (604) 728-3452.

Terra Nova National Park, Newfoundland
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Preliminary study of Arctic charr in Bluehill Pond
Sandy Fraser
The Arctic charr {Salvelinus alpinus) has
circumpolar distribution in North America,
Asia, and Europe. Of all the fteshwater fish
species, it inhabits the coldest and putest
waters of the N o r t h e r n h e m i s p h e r e
(Langeland, 1995; Scott and Crossman,
1973). It is a member of the salmonid
family of fishes, which includes trout, whitefish and salmon.
Atctic chart can be found in both matine
and fteshwater systems. Thete are landlocked (non-anadromous) groups which
spend their entire life cycle in freshwater,
and anadromous groups which spend the
summer months feeding in the ocean and
overwintet in lakes and rivers. The rwo
groups have different age and size structures. Non-anadromous popularions are
usually smaller, slower growing, and less
fecund than their seaward migrating counterparts. This is primarily the result of the
increased variety and abundance of ocean
prey, which provide the fish with greater
nutritional value and a higher rate of foraging success.
Bluehill Pond in Terra Nova National Park, Newfoundland
Until recently, there has been very little
research on Arctic charr in Newfoundland.
including brook trout (Salvelinusfontinalis),
occur in other parts of the watershed and
Scientists at the Department of Fisheries
and ouananiche (Atlantic Salmon: Salmo
migrate seasonally to the sea in Bonavista
and Oceans have studied Labtadot charr
salar). Physical data including air temperaBay (i.e. Southwest Arm and Newman
(B. Dempson and M. O'Connell, pers.
ture, surface water temperature, water clarSound). Baseline data telated to population
comm.), but most populations in the lakes
ity, and water chemistry are being collected
size, body size composition, life history paand rivets of insular Newfoundland have
throughout the field study.
rameters and distribution of Arctic charr
not yet been studied. One such population
w i t h i n the p o n d will be collected.
inhabits the Bluehill Pond watershed sysAnalysis of stomach samples has revealed
Interspecific interactions between Arctic
tem within the boundaries of Terra Nova
that stomach fullness ranged from 0% to
charr and other freshwater species will also
National Park ( T N N P ) . The results from
100%, and that the fish preyed on a variety
be studied.
this study will be
of i n v e t t e b r a t e s : snails, a m p h i p o d s ,
used, in association
c l a d o c e r a n s , caddisflies,
mayflies,
Using a variety of
with other data coldamselflies, beetles, bugs and spidets and
sampling equip"The resultsfromthis study will m e n t a n d n o n - some vertebrates including smelt and
lected in the park,
to develop a combe used, in association with other lethal s a m p l i n g conspecifics. These results suggest that the
prehensive aquatic
fish feed on both bottom dwelling and open
methods, including
data collected in the park, to
resource managewater prey.
fyke n e t s , small
m e n t plan
for
develop a comprehensive aquatic beach seines and
External and internal parasites (including
T N N P , fulfilling
Takvatn models of
tapeworms and round worms) are prevalent,
resource management plan for baited funnel traps, and a general list of these otganisms is being
Parks
Canada's
mandate to mainTerra Nova National Park. " fish are sampled prepated. Specimens with black, encysted
tain ecological inbased on a bistages have been noticed, and thete are parategrity.
weekly sampling resitic copepods on the fins of many charr.
gime. Captured fish are weighed, measured
Aging of scale and otolith samples from
Arctic c h a r r have been h a r v e s t e d
and individually marked, prior to their refish sacrificed for stomach contents reveal
recreationally from Bluehill Pond since the
lease. Over time, this data should provide
that the mean age is 3+ years. The youngest
park opened. Very little is known about this
a reasonable estimate of body size composifish aged using this technique was 1+ year,
chatr population. Researchers would like to
tion, distribution, and population size of
and the oldest was 5+ years. However, Arcfind out whether these fish tepresent a localnot only Atctic chart, but also the other
ized, landlocked population restticted only
species of fish caught in Bluehill Pond,
to Bluehill Pond, or whether these charr also
- continued on page 10 5

Bull Trout and Aquatic Ecosystem Integrity
- continuedfrompage I and management. Since 1995, the patk has been promoting and
patticipating in two patallel initiatives involving strategic partnerships.

River population appears critically low, but it is also the population
most likely to benefit from reduced angler kill. The Belly River
population is more robust, but the impact of irrigation batriers has
emetged as a potential management issue.

INITIATIVES
/. Bull Trout Inventory and Analysis
Funded by Alberta's Fisheries Management Enhancement Program, Parks Canada, Canada Immigration and Employment, and the
Blood Tribe Outreach Program, this project is evaluating the current
status of surviving bull trout populations in and adjacent to Waterton
Lakes National Park. Project staff are also identifying management
issues that may need to be addressed in order to improve the prospects
for recovery and long-term viability of bull trout populations.
In 1995, under the supervision of Senior Technician Elliot Fox, a
field crew installed a fish ttap on the North Fork of the Belly River to
count, measure and tag all bull trout spawning in that stream. The
crew also angled and visually searched other streams in the Belly and
Waterton drainages to locate resident bull trout and spawning areas.
The fish trap captured a total of 206 fish, of which 48 wete bull trout.
The crew located 27 bull trout nests on the North Belly, and only five
on Blakiston Creek (Fox et al. 1996).
In 1996, fish traps will be installed on both the North Fork of the
Belly River and the mainstem upstream from the confluence. The
crew are evaluating survivotship of the marked study population,
growth rates, fidelity to the North Fork spawning area, and the extent
of downstream losses due to irrigation diversion barriers. They will
also revisit spawning areas to determine whether nest counts have
increased since a zero-kill regulation was imposed by the province and
adopted by Patks Canada in 1995. The Blakiston Creek/Watetton

2. Southwestern Alberta bull trout/stream ecology education project
At the request of the Southwestern Alberta Ecosystem Management
Council, an informal collaboration of resource managers from several
provincial and municipal agencies as well as WLNP, the park has taken
the lead in educating the regional population about habitat management issues affecting bull trout. This program uses bull trout ecology
to illustrate the importance of watershed, riparian and fluvial processes
and to promote individual choices that will teduce the negative impact
of human activities on those processes.
Chris Reynolds, a Calgary-based environmental consultant, has
done an exceptional job of building partnerships with youth groups,
schools and industry. He also raised more than $40,000 through
fundraising initiatives in 1995/96. In 1996/97, in cooperation with
Randy Tomiuk Productions, Alberta Environmental Protection and
Parks Canada, Reynolds will be completing educational packages that
will be distributed to school teachers throughout the region; conducting training sessions for youth group leaders; and completing and
distributing an educational video production. He also has a busy
schedule of public presentations for youth and industry groups planned
for the winter.

Kevin Van Tighetn is a Conservation Biologist in Waterton Lakes
National Park. Tel: (403) 859-5125.

REFERENCES CITED
Fitch L. 1994.
Bull trout in southwestern Alberta: notes on historical and currenr distriburion. Paper presented to the May 1994 Friends of the Bull Trout Conference,
Calgary, Alberta.
Fox E.N., T.B. Clayton and K.J. Van Tighem. 1996.
1995 Bull Trout Investigations in the Belly and Waterton River Drainages. Unpublished Final Report, Waterton Lakes National Park and Alberta Fisheries
Management Enhancement Program.
Rieman B.E. andJ.D. Mclntyre. 1993.
Demographics and habitat requirements for conservation of bull trout. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Forest Service, Intermountain Research Stn. Ogden,
Utah. General Technical Report INT-302. 38 pp.

Historical Transformation of the fish fauna
— continuedfrompage 21 —
T H E N E W FAUNA

The native fish fauna has been nearly obliterated; only tiny fragments
remain.

The losses and weakening of many native fish stocks and the
successful introduction of many exotic species have completely transformed the fish fauna of the central Canadian Rockies. The anadromous
fish assemblage of the upper Columbia River is now landlocked or
extirpated. The bull trout and cutthroat trout assemblage once characteristic of the Bow River drainage has been replaced by brook,
brown, rainbow or rainbow-cutthroat trout hybrids in various combinations. Non-native fish abound throughout the region. Even the
tiny, unique Cave and Basin Hot Spring ecosystem is now little more
than a tropical fish pond. In short, the present fish fauna of the central
Rockies is overwhelmingly artificial and dominated by exotic stocks.

David Mayhood, an aquatic ecologist with Freshwater Research Limited, has been using historical records to detect changes in thefishfauna of
the Canadian Rockies. This article briefly summarizes research documented in: Mayhood, D. W. 1995. The fishes of the Central Canadian
Rockies Ecosystem. Freshwater Research Limited Report No. 950408,
preparedfor Parks Canada, Banff National Park. For further information, please contact David Mayhood at Freshwater Research Limited,
1715 Seventh Avenue NW, Calgary, AB T2N 0Z5. Tel: (403) 2838865, fax: (403) 283-9446
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Life at the Top
The Biology of the Amphipod Gammarus I. lacustris in Alpine Lakes
Frank M. Wilhelm and David W. Schindler

Like other amphipods, G. I. lacustris grows
through successive moults (shedding of its
exoskeleton) until reaching sexual maturity. After encountering a mature female, a
mature male Gammarus will grasp her by

oping eggs until they hatch. The eggs develop through several stages, and fully
formed young emerge from the brood pouch
at the next moult. G. I. lacustris is a winter
breeder, forming pairs late in fall or early
spring while the
lakes are ice-covered. This ensures
that the release of
young in spring coincides with favourable conditions such
as increased lake
temperatures and
abundant food.

Earlier this century, salmonid fish species
were stocked into approximately 20 percent of the lakes in the Rocky Mountain
National Parks to
increase their appeal for angling. In
many previously
fishless
lakes,
stocked fish did not
reproduce, and
their populations
dwindled.
Although the fish are
now absent, their
introduction
caused changes
which are still apparent
in
the
aquatic communities (Parker and
Schindler 1995,
1996). Making management or restoration decisions to
maintain national
park lake ecosystems as close to
their "natural" state
as possible requires
knowledge of the
biology and interFreshwater amphipods (Gammarus I. lacustris) from alpine lakes in Banff National Park
actions of aquatic
organisms.

LIFE CYCLE
LENGTH A N D
GROWTH

In
the
now
fishless Pipit and
Snowflake Lakes of
Banff
National
Park, G. I. lacustris
requires three years
to reach maturity,
compared with the
one year maturation period in prairie lakes a r o u n d
Edmonton. The
slow growth rate in
these alpine lakes
results from a combination
of
low
lake
temperatures
and poor
the back and tuck her beneath himself. The
The invertebrate amphipod Gammarus
food
conditions.
Alpine
lakes
are
ice-covlacustris lacustris (Figure 1), an important
male then carries the female until she moults
ered for approximately 9 months,
fish food item (Rawson 1947,
^™
and summer water temperatures
Donald et al. 1980, Dawson and
^™
rarely
exceed 10 to 12°C, compared
Alger 1993), is present in approxito
lakes
at lower elevations which
mately 50 percent of mountain lakes,
"Making management or restoration
are ice-covered for approximately 5
yet little is known about its biology
months, and have summer water
decisions to maintain national park
in these lakes. In this article, we
temperatures between 18and25°C.
describe some of our initial findings
lake ecosystems as close to their
W e are currently examining samand ongoing research on the lifeples from mid-elevation lakes in
stages, reproductive cycle, and benatural state as possible requires
m o n t a n e valleys to d e t e r m i n e
haviour of G. I. lacustris in several
knowledge of the biology and
whether G. I. lacustrisha.s a two year
alpine lakes in Banff National Park.
life cycle in lakes with intermediate
interactions of aquatic organisms."
conditions.
GENERAL A M P H I P O D
~~"
In alpine lakes, young amphipods
BIOLOGY
are usually released from the brood
pouch at the end ofJ uly. However, the time
again, at which time she deposits her eggs
Gammarus I. lacustris is a freshwater
of release is related to water temperature. In
into her ventral brood pouch where they
amphipod (Crustacea) that is widely disare fertilized by the male. The pair then
tributed in North American and northseparates, and the female carries the develwestern European lakes (Bousfield 1958).
— continued on page 11 7

HARLEQUIN DUCKS
Connecting the Mountains to the Sea
Peter Clarkson

allows researchers to distinguish
between i n d i v i d u a l b i r d s .
Resighting individuals enables
researchers to approximate survival rates, a critical component
in
population
dynamics
modeling. Through comparisons
between summer and winter survival rates, we can determine
when and where harlequin mortality is greatest. This comparison provides valuable information which enables authorities to
prioritize management action
and resource expenditures, and
to evaluate the effectiveness of
conservation efforts. Marking
also allows us to document individual life histories and ranges,
making it possible to draw direct
links between coastal and breeding habitat. It is also possible to track movements within a watershed and along the coast. This provides unprecedented insight
regarding other aspects of harlequin ecology, including habitat use,
demography, chronology, productivity and behaviour.

Harlequin ducks {Histrionicus
histrionicus) are small, colourful
sea ducks which occur along both
the Atlantic and Pacific coast of
North America. They are listed
by Committee on the Status of
Endangered Wildlife in Canada
as endangered in eastern Canada,
and are currently being reviewed
under the U.S. Endangered Species Act. The western population
is also declining (Cassirer et al.
1993). Until recently, they were
a little known and poorly studied
species. Over the past few years,
the Harlequin Duck Working
Group ( H D W G ) , a group of biologists and wildlife managers
from Parks Canada, the Canadian Wildlife Service (CWS), the U.S. National Parks Service and
various state and provincial agencies, have teamed up to learn more
about this unique and engaging species.
Since 1993 the H D W G , under the direction of CWS Waterbird
Ecologist Ian Goudie, have been banding harlequin ducks across
their range in western North America. Over 2000 birds are now
banded and the results are adding a great deal to our understanding
of harlequin ecology. This program, including both the information generated and the network of participants involved, is proving
to be an excellent vehicle for the application of ecosystem-based
management at the large landscape level.

H O W DOES IT WORK?
Since harlequins spend a significant portion of time "hauled out"
or "roosting" on partially submerged rocks, gravel bars, logs and
islands, their legs are often visible. Taking advantage of this
opportunity, researchers mark the birds with leg bands. The birds
are captured using one of two techniques. O n the coast, birds are
captured while they are moulting (and flightless) by herding them
into a funnel trap using sea kayaks. O n rivers, a mist net is strung
across the water, and the birds are either flushed into it or passively
intercepted. Capture mortality for both methods is negligible. Leg
bands can be read at distances of greater than 100 m using a 20-60X
spotting scope, limiting handling of the birds to the initial capture.

WHY HARLEQUINS?
Harlequin ducks winter in coastal areas and migrate inland to
nest along turbulent mountain streams. They are long-lived (surviving longer than 14 years), and have strong site fidelity, delayed
sexual maturity and low average annual birthrates. These life
history traits result in populations that are comprised largely of
adults that are relatively sensitive to increases in mortality (Goudie
et al. 1994). O n the coast, harlequin ducks feed extensively on
mollusks and crustaceans found in shallow near-shore waters.
Many of these prey items are filter feeders and are known to bioaccumulate toxins. In the north Pacific there is already concern over
the increasing prevalence of toxic heavy metals found in sea ducks
(Henney et al. 1995). O n rivers, harlequins feed primarily on
bottom-dwelling invertebrates, which are known to be extremely
sensitive to environmental changes {e.g. acidity changes, turbidity,
sedimentation, etc.) and depend upon an intact and functioning
riparian zone. Harlequins also appear to select river sections with
very clear water and minimal human disturbance (Wallen 1987).
Taken together, these factors suggest that harlequin ducks are good
indicators of ecosystem health and wilderness values.

W H A T HAVE WE LEARNED?
Results to date are adding significantly to our knowledge and
understanding of harlequin ecology. For example:
• Multi-year pair bonds have been documented. Pairs reconnect
on the coast after they separate on the breeding streams.
• A limited number of key, coastal sites within the Strait of
Georgia, BC attract large numbers of harlequins.
• Harlequins exhibit natal philopatry (marked juveniles have
returned as adults to breed on their natal streams) and strong
site fidelity (they return to the same sites, both on the coast and
the streams, year after year).
• They are relatively long-lived (adult birds banded in 1986 were
reobserved at the same location in 1996).
• There appears to be a significant decline in the population
wintering in the Strait of Georgia, BC.
• Productivity is generally very low, with older females more
likely to successfully produce young.

W H Y B A N D THEM?
Marking harlequins with a coloured, 2-digit, plastic leg band
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• Many of the harlequins breeding in Alberta (including Banff
and Jasper), Idaho, Montana and Washington winter together
in the Strait of Georgia, BC. (Goudie 1996).

Harlequin D u c k
Research Statistics

H O W WILL THIS INFORMATION BE USEFUL?

Banff National Park

Banding information has been used in conjunction with specific
site or park level research as well as on larger ecosystem management issues. For example, in Jasper, banding was used as part of
Warden Bill Hunt's research into the effects of whitewater rafting
on harlequin ducks in the Maligne River. For Hunt's study, marked
birds were required to develop a profile of exactly what proportion
of time an individual bird spent doing what and where. H u n t
observed that, when rafts were on the river the birds spent considerably less time feeding and sleeping (and more time flying) than
they did during an undisturbed period. As well, he noted how
individual birds, in response to raft traffic, moved to areas of the
river which provided greater security {i.e. escape terrain) but
significantly fewer food resources. This led Hunt to conclude that,
on the Maligne River, rafting could significantly affect harlequin
duck reproductive success (Hunt in prep.)

Warden Service records to the end of 1994 showed that
harlequin ducks have been sighted in 15 rivers and streams,
and 8 lakes in Banff National Park (BNP). The Bow River
appears to be particularly important habitat for harlequins.
BANDING
A total of 44 harlequin ducks (24 males, 17 females, 3
young) were leg banded on the Bow River during 1995.
During twenty roadside surveys, 2 3 . 3 % of observed harlequin ducks were banded, allowing for a projected population of 215 individuals.

In Banff, Warden Cyndi Smith has been banding harlequin
ducks as part of her research into the potential impacts of human
activities and habitat modifications along the Bow River Corridor.
Using a mark-resighting index, Smith estimates that there are up to
215 harlequins on the Bow (Smith 1996). Much to the surprise of
many, this represents the largest known concentration of harlequin
ducks on any stream in North America. A number of these marked
birds have subsequently been resighted wintering in the Strait of
Georgia. These resightings supported, for the first time, the long
held theory that breeding pairs stay together on the wintering
grounds (Goudie pers. comm.). These links between Banff and
coastal BC also reaffirm the importance of looking beyond park
boundaries and coordinating conservation and research efforts
between agencies.
Smith is also assisting Alberta Environmental Protection with a
harlequin duck study on the Elbow, Sheep, Highwood and
Kananaskis Rivers. This study was initiated in response to concerns
about commercial rafting proposals and increasing recreational
river use. Resighting birds in this study may also shed light on the
theory that harlequins use the Bow River as a corridor to access the
Eastern Slopes of the Rockies (Smith 1996).
Recently, I was asked to review the environmental assessment for
a proposed, open pit, coal mine being considered just outside
Jasper's east boundary. Harlequins were identified by the developer, Cardinal River Coal (CRC), as a valued component within
the study area (impact zone). The park, in conjunction with CWS,
Alberta Environmental Protection and C R C initiated a harlequin
duck marking program to augment an ongoing harlequin duck
inventory within the area. Surprisingly, in the program's first week,
we observed 8 harlequins which had been previously banded in the
Strait of Georgia. As chance would have it, 6 of these birds were
paired together (3 pairs), although all had originally been banded
separately. As the program continued and additional birds were
banded through mark-resighting, it became apparent that harlequins were far more numerous in the area than previous estimates
had implied. These new numbers confirm the regional significance
of this area for harlequin ducks. Monitoring these marked birds is
providing us with valuable data on their specific habitat needs
within the area. This information will help us evaluate mine
impacts and the appropriateness of the proposed mitigations,
particularly with respect to the riparian zone and aquatic ecosystem. As well, this marking program clearly illustrates ecological

OBSERVATIONS
Twenty-one instream surveys were completed on the
Bow River. A high count of 93 harlequin ducks was
observed in a 15 km stretch of water between Lake Louise
village and Baker Creek. These observations translate to a
density of 6.2 individuals/km. This is a very high density
relative to other records of harlequin ducks on breeding
ranges in North America.
The birds are breeding: 28 broods were observed in BNP
in 1995. Only one of the banded hens was observed with a
brood, suggesting that the population may be larger than
first estimated.
N O R T H AMERICAN DATA
Four harlequin ducks banded in BNP were recaptured or
resighted on the Strait of Georgia (near Campbell River),
Hornby Island and Point Roberts. Eleven ducks banded by
the Canadian Wildlife Service near Campbell River were
sighted or recaptured in BNP. One drake banded near Port
Townsend, Washington was also resighted in BNP. These
observations provide insight as to the year round habitat
requirements of harlequin ducks that breed on the Bow
River.
Field work from the 1996 season has increased the
number of banded harlequins in BNP to 62. Three others
were banded from the Elbow River in Kananaskis Country
(where the province of Alberta is funding this study with
Banff s assistance). Information obtained from this study is
invaluable for coordinating interagency management efforts to ensure the conservation of this species. These links
reaffirm that effective protection of park wildlife requires us
to look beyond park boundaries.

Cyndi Smith is a Warden in Banff National Park. She
initiated a research project on harlequin ducks in 1995. Tel:
(403) 762-1418, e-mail: cyndi_smith@stmpl.pch.gc.ca.

— continued on page 10 —
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Harlequin ducks have been said to embody the grace of clear
water, tumbling down a mountain towards the sea. Their
survival, like ours, requires a home of clean rivers and healthy
oceans. Through efforts such as the banding program we learn
more about this fascinating species, and about the environments
we all depend upon.

Harlequin Ducks
- continuedfrompage 9 —

links which connect Alberta's mountain ecosystems to the marine
ecosystems of BC. These links show the wide-ranging effects that
local land-use decisions can have on the health of distant, and
seemingly unrelated environments.

Peter Clarkson is a Park Warden in Jasper National Park. E-mail:
peter_clarkson@pch.gc.ca.
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Terra Nova National Park
- continued from page 5 tic charr estimated to be 10+ years have been captured in the Takvatn traps.
This project is a preliminary study of the fish fauna within Bluehill Pond, with specific focus on Arctic charr. The investigation will
deliver preliminary, baseline information on impottant aspects of the species' distribution, size composition, growth rate, population
size, migration and susceptibility to angling. We hope that a more intensive study can be undertaken next year to more fully understand
the biology of Arctic charr within the ecosystem of Bluehill Pond, and that the results will be useful in the management of aquatic resources
in Terra Nova National Park.
Sandy Fraser is a graduate ofMemorial University, Newfoundland, and has been working as a Research Assistant at the Ocean Sciences Centre,
Memorial University. She and two summer students (Colin Feltham and Kerry Arnold) have been hired by the Heritage Foundation (Terra Nova
National Park) to do this preliminary study. Research funding was awarded by the Ecosystem Science Fund (Parks Canada, Atlantic Region).
Kevin Robinson, Park Ecologist for Terra Nova National Park, is overseeing this research.
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Life at the top
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even a life history adjustment (as observed
1994, when water temperatures were the
those in Snowflake and Pipit Lakes. This is
in Harrison Lake) could nor prevent the
warmest tecorded in 5 years of monitoring,
life history adjustment probably the tesult
decline in a m p h i p o d
abundance.
young were released in the third week of
of trout predation on larger amphipods.
Amphipods tecovered only after stocked
July, whereas in 1995, a cold summer,
Because trout are visual feeders, ir is likely
fish populations disappeared in the 1980s.
young were released 4 to 6 weeks later.
that they selectively prey on larger, more
Young released early in the summer may
visible, amphipods. Results from studies of
have a higher survival rate than young reothet a m p h i p o d and zooplankton
VERTICAL MIGRATION A N D
leased later because they have more time to
populations suggest that size-selective preA M P H I P O D PREDATION
feed and grow before winrer. Ar the end of
dation leads to maturation at a small body
1994 young amphipods averaged 5.6 mm
size (Vonder Brink and Vanni 1993). SmallEach night in Snowflake and Pipit Lakes,
in length, while at the end of 1995, the
size maturation allows reproduction to take
amphipods migrate from the lake bottom
average length was only 3.4 mm.
place before females are large enough to
i n t o the w a t e t c o l u m n to feed o n
become vulnerable to predation. Eggs prozooplankton. We conducted predation exAdult growth and egg production are
duced by females in Harrison Lake are
periments at these lakes in the summer of
similarly affected by temperatute. Females
1995, from which we deterexperiencing a cold summer
mined that adult Gammarus
prior to reproduction produce
consume between 5 and 8 large
fewer eggs because their small
zooplankton over 24 hours - a
body size affords them less en"After rainbow, brook and cutthroat
high rate of predation. These
etgy for egg production. This
predation experiments will conhas important implications for
trout were introduced to
tinue in 1996. During the 1996
amphipod populations, as a
field season, we will also examcold summer followed by a long
Snowflake and Pipit Lake
ine the impact of amphipod
winter may lead to a year in
predation on the zooplankton
which very few or none of the
in the 1960s, amphipods were
community of Snowflake Lake
young survive.
absent
from
samples...
with
larger enclosure experiIn our study lakes, mature
ments.
These results will give
females release a single brood
amphipods recovered only after
us some indication whether G.
per year, while females in
I. lacustris can prevent the rewarmer, more productive lakes
stockedfish populations disappeared
establishment
of smaller inverrelease m u l t i p l e
broods
tebrate species (such as the
in the 1980s."
(Menon, 1969, Hynes 1955).
zooplankton, Hesperodiaptomus
In warmer lakes, females surarcticus) in Snowflake Lake
vive only one breeding season.
(Parker et al. 1996).
In contrast, our winter samples
In Harrison Lake, amphipods do not
from alpine lakes show that some adults
smaller than those produced by females in
migrate into the water column, presumably
continue to live after reproduction, probSnowflake and Pipit Lakes. Small eggs reto avoid fish predation. As a result, these
ably to reproduce again the next year, and
quire a shorter incubation time than large
amphipods may have limited food selecperhaps even for a third year. In this way,
eggs, which helps to reduce the chance that
tion. At this time, we do not know if the
small females which produce few young in
females with eggs will be eaten before the
amphipods
prey on other benthic invertetheir first year may survive to conttibute
eggs are released.
brates such as chironomids (small midge
mote young in subsequent yeats. To deterNot all alpine lakes with fish have small
larvae), which are abundant in the sediment
mine the proportion of adult amphipods
amphipods. In larger lakes, where encounof Harrison Lake. We are currently planthat survive winter, we are currently conters between fish and Gammarus are rening a vatiety of experiments for the 1996
ducting two experiments: one in the lab and
duced, or in lakes with aquatic plants which
field season to answer this question.
one in Snowflake Lake. W e do not presprovide refuge from predation, Gammarus
ently know the maximum life expectancy of
grow to a large size despite the presence of
amphipods in the alpine lakes since it is
fish (Mayhood 1978).
CONCLUSION
difficult to determine age once they maAfter rainbow, brook, and cutthroat trout
ture.
(Oncorhynchus my kiss, Salvelinus fontinalis
Predation experiments will help us to
and O. clarkii), were introduced to Snowunderstand interactions between G. I. lacustris
flake and Pipit Lakes in the 1960s,
and other lake invertebrates. The results will,
A M P H I P O D S IN LAKES W I T H FISH
amphipods were absent from samples and
in turn, help us ro determine the feasibility
rarely found in fish stomachs (Donald pers.
of restoring extirpated species such as
Harrison Lake, another small alpine lake
comra.). The high density of stocked fish
Hesperodiaptomus arcticus, by indicating
in Banff National Park, contains native bull
(approximately 500/ha/yr for 5 years,
both the number of organisms required to
trout (Salvelinus confluentus) which prey
Anderson and Donald 1978), combined
establish a viable population, and the best
on G. I. lacustris (Anderson and Donald
with their feeding habirs, which differ from
time for these organisms to be reintroduced.
1978, Donald et al. 1980, Donald and
bull trout (the natural predator), intensiAlger 1993). T h e amphipods in rhis lake
fied predation on amphipods such that
mature earlier and at a smaller size than
- continued on page 14 —
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BANFF

WATER UNDl

Aquatic Ecosystem Projects Curren
In 1992, a study of the effects of watet fluctuations
on lake trout and mountain whitefish teproductive
success was a condition fot the tenewal of the license fot
Stotage ofWatet and Hydt oelecttic Development of Lake
Minnewanka. The study had thtee goals: to examine the
productivity of all trophic levels, to evaluate the effects of
water level fluctuations on Lake Minnewanka and the Cascade and Bow Rivers, and to develop alternative reservoif
operating plans that would be feasible and would protect or
restore aquatic ecosystems. Results of this study have been
submitted to the park for approval.

The lower Cascade River is one of the aquatic systems that has been severely
disturbed by creation of the Lake Minnewanka hydroelectric reservoir. The dam
was built in 1942, drastically reducing flows and repositioning the original channel.
The existing creek is not viable aquatic habitat. For the past two years, Rich McCleary,
a University of Montana graduate student, has been analyzing historic and existing
vegetation and flow patterns. His thesis includes a restoration plan with recommendations for
modifying the stream channel, flow regimes and riparian vegetation. Banff National Park, in
consultation with TransAlta Utilities, will conduct a workshop this fall to explore possible
restorative measures for the Cascade River.

A rare endemic snail will soon become the focus of some research around the Sulphur Mountain Hot Springs
complex. Years ago, Physus johnsonii was found to exist in close proximity with several of the hot springs.
Researchers will study the snail's distribution as part of a series of environmental assessments associated with
renovations to the Upper and Middle Hot Springs complexes. Park authorities hope to learn whether or not the species
still exists in these springs, and to determine what measures might be taken to protect it. Upper Hot Springs management
would like to provide interpretive media on-site.

Mike and Diane Mclvor, of the Bow Valley Naturalists, coordinated the amphibian survey of the Bow Valley for the fourth spring
in a row. Boreal toad, wood frog, spotted frog and long-toed salamander in adult, larval and egg form were surveyed in known
breeding areas in the valley. Random observations also added to the limited information available on these species. The survey began
in 1992 as part of a three year international Survey of Amphibians with Larry Powell at the University of Calgary.

For information about aquatic research activities in Banff National Park, please contact Heather Dempsey or Blair
Tel. (403) 762-1545, fax: (403) 762-3380.
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y Underway in Banff National Park
VERMILION LAKES WETLANDS MONITORING
This is the final year of a three-year monitoring program of the Vermilion Lakes Wetlands. Research is being conducted through
the joint efforts of Parks Canada, consultants, the Bow Valley Naturalists and other volunteers. Principal components of the
work include surveys of waterfowl populations, monitoring of natural and disturbed water level regimes, developing an
inventory of amphibian and reptile activity sites and characterizing patterns of human use.
Information collected has expanded the inventory of known amphibian and reptile activity sites. Waterfowl data
show that breeding populations are very small for many species, and that different areas of the wetlands are used
by different species. Water level data provide long term documentation of the temporal patterns and
elevation ranges of water level fluctuations. These data show that obstructions such as the railway ballast
alter the flooding pattern of the wetlands and that seasonal patterns of flooding and drying are variable.
Studying human use patterns and wildlife responses to human use has led to new recommendations for management. For example, it may be preferable to encourage vehicle traffic on
paved roads rather than foot travel through natural areas, to limit wildlife distutbance. In
addition, watetfowl may require visual separation from humans in order to remain
undisturbed.
Peter Duck is an environmantal consultant and manager of Willow Root
Environmental Limited. Tel: (403) 762-4335.

BEAVERS, ELK, WILLOW AND BIODIVERSITY
Beavers {Castor canadensis) have declined markedly since the
mid-1980's in the Vermilion Lakes area. Estimates suggest that
there are no more than four active colonies from the Industrial
Compound to the end of Third Vermilion Lake. It is hypothesized
that the population has a 30 year cycle, and will eventually recolonize
the area. Since 1985, elk {Cervus elaphus) distribution has changed
dtamatically such that they are now concentrated in the vicinity of
the Banff townsite, including the Vermilion Lakes area. Unusually
high concentrations of elk use this area as their winter range.
During the winter months, elk have turned to willow (Salixspp.) as
a food source, which they frequently browse. Repeated browsing by
elk can suppress willow growth and may even result in the plant's
death. Beavers require willow as a food and a building material, and
will abandon their lodges if it is not available. Preliminary data
suggest that many of the abandoned beaver lodge sites are a result of
competition between elk and beaver over the same resource.
Clifford Nietvelt is currently pursuing a Master's degree in Biology at
the University of Alberta. Tel: (403) 762-5339.
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Our studies in small alpine lakes compare amphipod survival in
the presence of natural fish predators to amphipod survival in lakes
which have been heavily stocked with non-native fishes. O u r
results show that the relationships between these prey and predator
populations are very sensitive. This sensitivity underscores the need
to protect the few, small, alpine lakes that have indigenous fish
populations.

to F. M. Wilhelm, and the Biodiversity Grants Program, Department of Biological Sciences, University of Alberta, through joint
efforts of the sportsmen of Alberta and the Alberta Department of
Environmental Protection, Fish and Wildlife Trust Fund, and a
NSERC Ph.D. scholarship to F. M. Wilhelm.
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Alerting Anglers
New Fishing Regulations Get the Lead Out of Protected Water Systems
Sport anglers who attach lead weights to their fishing line or use
lead-weighted hooks (jigs), should be aware of changes to fishing
regulations. In response to a recommendation from the House of
Commons Standing Committee on the Environment and Sustainable Development, the Department of Canadian Heritage - Parks
Canada is attempting to reduce the amount of lead deposited in
natural areas. Starting this fall, it will be illegal to use lead fishing
sinkers or jigs in Canada's national parks and national wildlife
areas. Anglers will not be allowed to have lead fishing sinkers or jigs
in their possession while they are fishing in these areas. With this
legislation, Canada joins the United States and England in efforts
to prevent the deaths of waterfowl due to lead poisoning.
In 1994, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
proposed a rule which would ban the manufacture, processing,
distribution or import of small (under one inch in any dimension),
lead or zinc-containing fishing sinkers, in an effort to prevent these
items from entering the environment. In doing so, they hope to
reduce the health risks to individuals who currently manufacture
lead sinkers in their homes (and are exposed to lead fumes and dust
while melting and pouring lead), and prevent the deaths of hundreds of waterfowl which ingest the sinkers. England's legislation
also bans the sale and import of small lead fishing weights.

bismuth nor tungsten has any known
toxic effects on humans or aquatic systems (Thomas and
Twiss 1994).
Incentives
for
switching to alternative sinkers are well
underway. In May,
1996,
anglers
throughout the Bay
of Quinte, O N , part i c i p a t e d in the
"Take a little Lead
Out!"
program,
turning in nearly
300 pounds of lead
over one weekend by
exchanging their
lead sinkers for nontoxic alternatives.
The collected lead is
donated the a nonprofit organization
in Kingston. It will
be used to construct
a new keel for the
sailtrainingship, St.
Lawrence II.

DANGERS OF LEAD SINKERS A N D JIGS
Fish-eating birds such as loons (Gaviaspp.), herons (Ardeaspp.),
mergansers (Mergusspp.), large-bodied species of gulls, cormorants
{Phalacrocoraxspp.), and aquatic herbivores such as swans (Cygnus
spp.) can succumb to lead poisoning after ingesting lead weights
which become detached from lines and nets. When fishing line
breaks, fish can swim away carrying weighted hooks in their bodies.
These impaired fish may then be consumed by fish-eating birds
(Thomas and Twiss 1994). Herbivores ingest lead sinkers when
they mistake the weights for coarse grit. Lead toxicosis observed in
these birds is very similar to that seen in waterfowl poisoned by lead
shot (Thomas and Twiss 1994). Birds become weak and emaciated
as a result of digestive ttact paralysis. Often they are unable to walk
or fly and as a result they are susceptible to predation. Ultimately
they experience convulsions, become comatose, and die within two
to three weeks.

Lead
sinkers
and jigs
You can help
prevent lead
poisoning
of water birds

IT'S A START
Canada's new fishing regulations are a step toward preventing
lead-related waterfowl mortality and environmental contamination. Unfortunately, until the use of lead sinkers and jigs is banned
universally migratory birds will continue to be exposed to lead
beyond the boundaries of national parks and wildlife areas, and in
the waters of neighbouring countries.

Lead does not leach from sinkers during use. It becomes toxic
only in the highly acidic conditions, such as in the guts of waterfowl
or when inhaled or ingested in dust or vapour form during homemanufacture of lead sinkers. While humans do not consume fishfeeding waterfowl, and are not subject to the same form of lead
poisoning as waterfowl, serious health concerns exist. Human
health effects from exposure to lead include cognitive disabilities,
hearing impairment, hypertension and miscarriages.

Use non-lead fishing sinkers and jigs wherever you fish to
prevent lead poisoning beyond the boarders of national parks
and wildlife areas.
For Information on the Bay of Quinte "Get a Little Lead Out!"
program, contactMarylin Bucholtz, Communications Coordinator,
Lower Trent Conservation 441 Front Street, Trenton, ON K8V6C1.
Tel: (613) 394-3915 ext. 16, fax: (613) 394-5526; or Fred Stride,
Coordinator, Bay of Quinte Remedial Action Plan. Tel: (613) 5494000.

ALTERNATIVE SINKERS A N D JIGS
Bismuth and tungsten-based sinkers and jigs are being produced
and marketed in Canada and the U.S. The costs of switching from
lead to bismuth are minimal, because lead and bismuth sinkers can
be made using the same equipment. Tungsten-based sinkers would
be more expensive to manufacture, requiring different technology
to form ceramic, glass or resin compounds. The higher cost of
tungsten would also contribute to a higher product price. Neither
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Biodiversity Protocols
EMAN comes to Yoho National Park
Shona Burns
Yoho National Park (YNP), in conjunction with the Ecological Monitoting and
Assessment Network (EMAN) and the
Smithsonian Institution/Man and the Biosphere (SI/MAB) Biodiversity Program,
hosted the 1996 Biodiversity Protocols
Course on June 4, 5 and 6. Nineteen
participants from a variety of federal and
provincial agencies and academic institutions nationwide participated in the course.
The primary objective was to introduce
participants to the SI/MAB methodology
for establishing forest biodiversity monitoring plots and to increase the network of
plots across Canada. Participants established
two quadrats in a mixed coniferous forest
plot and four quadrats in a pure aspen stand
adjacent to a 1993 forest blowdown site at
the west end of YNP. Discussions focused
on the nature of biodiversity work at participants' home sites and the forest research
opportunities that are associated with SI/
MAB plots.
BACKGROUND
The SI/MAB Biological Diversity Program developed a methodology for establishing and maintaining permanent inventory plots in forest ecosystems. The methodology documents species diversity and
tree composition in both protected and
unprotected forest areas. Species type, condition, diameter at breast height (d.b.h.),
and tree heights are recorded, and the location of each tree is mapped using triangulation. At present there are over 200 plots in
14 countries following SI/MAB methodology. The goal of the program is to reach 300
sites by the year 2000, making this the
largest network of forest biodiversity monitoring plots in the world. In Canada, EMAN
is issue-driven and depends on strategic
partnerships and alliances among governmental and non-governmental agencies. It
is concerned with biodiversity change, climate change, primary productivity change
and the impact of toxic substances and
UVB (Ultraviolet-B radiation). It is committed to providing a forum for data exchange and communication by acting as a
facilitating network, linking sites so that
data can be compared nationally and internationally. Sites are locally managed,
grouped by terrestrial and marine ecozones
into Ecological Science Cooperatives (ESC),
and are nationally guided through the

EMAN network. Consistent methodologies for m e a s u r i n g a n d m o n i t o r i n g
biodiversity and national/international
databases, such as BioMon, make it simple
for participating sites to share information.
The BioMon program, developed by SI/
MAB, provides a method for data management, report and statistical summaries
preparation. ESC links constituent sites
through the network, but each site is dependent on local interest and expertise in
cementing local partnerships.
Y O H O NATIONAL PARK'S SI/MAB
PLOTS
In the fall of 1995, 3 one-hectare plots
(each 100 m by 100 m divided into 25 20
m by 20 m quadrats) were surveyed, and
two quadrats within Plot 2 were sampled in
the mixed coniferous forest east of the park's
Operation Centre. This site was chosen for
a number of reasons:
• It is the ecological "pinch point" of the
main east/west wildlife corridor within
the park.
• It has the potential for capturing several
different types of riparian zones.
• The close proximity of park infrastructure ensures long term site security
from fire and disruption.
• The site is near the existing Environment Canada weather and hydrocarbon
monitoring station.
• T h e site could be used to detect and
assess impacts resulting from the level
of existing human use in the area (Trans
Canada Highway, C P Rail Mainline,
and the park Operation Centre).
Seven quadrats were surveyed at the west
end of the park: four in a trembling aspen
(Populus tremuloides) stand and three within
the 1993 blowdown (one in the middle and
two on the periphery in different forest
types). The quadrats in the blowdown will
be used to study regeneration in a naturally
disturbed site, while the aspen quadrats will
be compared with other monitored aspen
stands in the park on a long-term monitoring basis. The latter will be used to identify
different influences and characteristics, including conifer encroachment and regeneration ecology. One of the aspen quadrats
will be fenced off to exclude ungulates and
serve as a control for determining ungulate
impact on regeneration and growth within
the aspen stands.
Methodology for the ungulate studies
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and encroachment by conifers was developed by Dr. Charles Kay from the University of Utah during his 1995 assessment of
aspen stands in Kootenay and Yoho National Parks. In addition, wildlife tree assessments will be integrated with the methodology to study the value of aspen stands
for different wildlife species. This is an
excellent example of how SI/MAB plots can
be used to provide data for research into
other aspects of biodiversity conservation
and management thus enhancing Parks
Canada's ecosystem management mandate.
Several initiatives, including continuous
sampling, will strengthen Yoho's ongoing
commitment to EMAN and SI/MAB. First,
both the mixed coniferous and aspen stands
will be used for educational purposes by the
Golden School District and Parks Canada
Research Adventure Program. Second, Yoho
will be a site in the Montane Cordillera
ESC providing a direct link with EMAN.
Third, a baseline fungi biodiversity inventory inside and outside of the permanent
plots will be conducted by Ivo Poach, an
independent mycologist. Finally, Yoho National Park has encouraged the BC Forest
Service to apply the program and establish
plots in Golden, BC. Information gained
from these plots could be helpful in developing alternatives to traditional silviculture
treatments and harvesting techniques.
CONCLUSION
Monitoring biodiversity has been recognized as an international priority for protecting the world's natural diversity and long
term forest inventory plots are one method
of documenting and monitoring ecological
conditions over time. Yoho National Park
and Parks Canada are becoming important
links in the network of long term monitoring through their participation in EMAN
and implementation of Sl/MAB protocols.
The 1996 Biodiversity Protocols Course
focused on these initiatives which provide an
excellent tool for continued monitoring in
Canada and will facilitate communication as
well as provide a forum for long-term ecological monitoring. The course was very well
received by both participants and speakers
which will result in a growing network in
Canada and internationally.
Shona Burns is an Environmental Researcher
in Yoho National Park. Tel: (604) 3436324, fax: (604) 343-6330,
e-mail:
shona_burns@pch.gc.ca.

1996 Biodiversity Protocols Course Overview
Hosted by Yoho National Park, June 4, 5 and 6, 1996
Keynote speakers provided participants of the
three day Protocols Course with information
pertaining to selection, establishment and inventory of permanent forest plots using SI/MAB
protocols. Francisco Dallmeier, Director of SI/
MAB, presented an overview of the program
including the background, implementation and
results to date. Patricia Roberts-Pichette, Senior
Scientific Advisor for the Ecological Monitoring
and Coordinating Office, spoke about EMAN
and the context of biodiversity monitoring within
the network, and gave an overview of EMAN
initiatives in Environment Canada's Pacific Region. Don Maclver, Science Advisor from Atmospheric and Environment Services, talked
about the importance of biodiversity monitoring
in Canada, bio-climate instrumentation and
analysis potential using SI/MAB plots. Sally
O'Grady, Information Managerfrom Kejimkujik
National Park, discussed data management issues and how to effectively use the BioMon
software. Albert Finnamore, Head of the Invertebrate Zoology Program at the Provincial Mu1996 Biodiversity Protocols Course participations
seum ofAlberta, discussed work being conducted
in the Prairie's ESC as well as EMAN's recommended protocols for
For more information about Yoho National Park's 1996 Biodiversity
sampling arthropods. In addition, several scientists and educators
Protocols Course, please contact Shona Burns, Environmental Respoke about the potential for using SI/MAB plots for monitoring
searcher, Yoho National Park. Tel: (604)343-6324, fax: (604) 343other types of biodiversity. Yoho National park has taken the lead
6758, e-mail: shona_burns@pch.gc.ca.
in Western Canada for EMAN monitoring.
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Banff celebrates the 100th anniversary of the first visual documentation
of the Peyto Glacier. Walter Wilcox captured this image in 1895-

The 30th anniversary of research on the Peyto Glacier, Banff
National Park, was marked with an internationally attended workshop in Banff, May 9, 1996. The Hydrology Section of the
Canadian Geophysical Union, The Cold Regions Research Centre
of Wilfrid Laurier University and the National Hydrology Research Institute collectively sponsored the event which provided a
summary and re-assessment of research accomplishments that have
been made on Peyto Glacier since the beginning of operations. A
book which highlights research accomplishments at Peyto Glacier
will be published by the Cold Regions Research Centre and the
National Hydrology Research Institute.
Research continues on the Peyto Glacier. Alexi Zawadzki of the
Cold Regions Research Centre at Wilfrid Laurier University studies the glacier's melt rates. His work is building on previous research
conducted over the past 30 years and will contribute to research on
climate change and predictions for the future of mountain glaciers.
He and research assistant, Andrew Gould, are also investing
research time in the Bow Glacier and the Hector Lake basin.
Information about the workshop speakers and proceedings can be
acquired through Heather Dempsey, with the Ecosystem Secretariat,
Banff National Park. Tel: (403) 762-1545, fax: (403) 762-3380, email: heather_dempsey@pch.gc.ca.
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Flowing into the Future
An Update on the Canadian Heritage Rivers System in
Alberta and British Columbia
Brian Reader

David Thompson established the first Trans Rockies trade route
by traveling up the North Saskatchewan and over Howse Pass
(now Howse Pass National Historic Site) to British Columbia.

Rivers run deep in the Canadian consciousness. Images of fur
brigades, the beaver and voyageur canoes have formed an
elemental part of the Canadian spirit. Canada, with a large share
of the world's fresh water, naturally lends itself to a program
geared to promoting respect for and enjoyment of our river
heritage.
Twenty five years ago, protecting and celebrating a river for its
own sake was a revolutionary idea. Conservation focused on
land. Ripples of change occurred in 1971 as Wild Rivers Survey
"government canoeists" paddled boldly through the Canadian
wilderness to map and describe some of Canada's great rivers.
Seven years later, a conference in Jasper considered the future of
our river heritage. From this beginning evolved what some
describe as the world's fastest growing protected areas system.
The Canadian Heritage Rivers System (CHRS) is distinguished from other protected area systems by an absence of
legislation and a focus on partnerships and collaboration to
achieve mutual objectives. Rivers, or river reaches, are nominated to the CHRS based on their outstanding natural heritage,
human heritage, or recreational value. The Canadian Heritage
Rivers Board (comprised of federal, provincial and territorial
appointees) is charged with reviewing nominations and forwarding recommendations for Canadian Heritage River designation to the Minister responsible for Parks Canada and the
nominating agencies.
The inclusion of Alberta and British Columbia, the last
provinces to join the program, makes the system truly national
(every Canadian province and territory is now included in the
CHRS). Interestingly, prior to their participation, Alberta and
British Columbia had Canadian Heritage Rivers within their
boundaries: the North Saskatchewan (Banff National Park),
Athabasca (Jasper National Park), and Kicking Horse (Yoho
National Park) Rivers. All of these outstanding rivers issue from
the vast Columbia Icefield, but flow into different oceans.
Information sheets and waterproof touring guides have been
produced for each of these rivers.

ATHABASCA RIVER
Alberta's longest river (winding 1538 km through mountains,
prairies, forests and muskeg), is designated along the reach
within Jasper National Park. Features such as Athabasca Falls,
Athabasca Glacier, healthy wildlife populations, rich human
history and visitor accessibility make this an exceptional addition to the CHRS. Work is near completion on a "Road-side
Guide to the Athabasca River," and a townsite display on the
CHRS.
KICKING HORSE RIVER
Running the spine of Yoho National Park, the Kicking Horse
River was nominated to the CHRS for outstanding features such
as the natural bridge, Takkakaw and Wapta Falls, exploration
history and easy access to high quality recreation. The river
valley played a major role in the explorational development of
the Canadian West. Today it serves as a corridor for both the
Canadian Pacific Railway, and the Trans-Canada Highway.
SCIENTIFIC & ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES
Rivers comprising the CHRS are monitored annually. Monitoring involves developing an individualized river checklist is
developed for each river in the system and testing water quality,
and it requires that the managing jurisdiction report on changes
which affect any of the values or features which led to the river's
nomination. The managing jurisdiction is also responsible for
completing the report and submitting it to the CHRS Secretariat. Using this information, the CHRS Secretariat produces
an annual report. The CHRS Board also reviews each designated
river every ten years. If possible, the Board's review is completed
in conjunction with the responsible agency, but the Board also
has the capacity to undertake independent assessment if deemed
necessary. There are procedures for de-designation of rivers that
have deteriorated to a point where they no longer meet the
"Guidelines for the Selection of Canadian Heritage Rivers." The
managing jurisdiction can also request that a river be dedesignated.

NORTH SASKATCHEWAN RIVER
From its source in the Columbia Icefield to its exit from Banff
National Park, this classic glacier-fed river was nominated to the
CHRS for all three criteria (natural heritage, human heritage
and recreational value). Perhaps the river's greatest historical
attribute is its close association with native and fur trade history.

— continued on page 22 —
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Kootenay National Park

Mountain Pine Beetle Ecology
Insight From Lake Core Analysis
Lake beds hold libraries of information about flora and fauna of the past. Water chemistry can help to preserve pollen
granules, insect exoskeletons and other traces of terrestrial life, which are then buried beneath layers of fine sediment.
Prenzel's and Walker's work extracting and identifying beetle specimens from lake cores illustrates how aquatic systems
can provide valuable knowledge through palaeoecology. Here, as Robert Walker did in a previous article on the "season of
burn" mountain park study (Research Links 3[2]), the authors examine factors affecting forest health.

Bjorn G. Prenzel and Robert C. Walker
To allow fluctuations of natutal, dynamic
populations of fotest insects and diseases
with minimal intetfetence within National
Patks, is the goal of the Mountain Disttict
of Patks Canada. This ptogtam goal, which
appears in the Dtaft Vegetation Management Strategy for the Mountain District of
Parks Canada (Walker 1995a), differs significantly from the goals of out neighbouring agencies whose mandate includes protecting the timber resources of the working
forest. Given our program goal, it becomes
impottant to determine whether or not
periodic forest insect infestations are the
result of natutal cycles in pine beetle population numbers. If anthropogenic or management-related factors, such as fire suppression, contribute to pine beetle outbreaks, insect control methods would be
considered.
HISTORICAL CONTEXT
Mountain pine beetle [Dendroctonus
ponderosae) has persisted fot many years in
regional forest ecosystems (Unger 1992).
An infestation in Kootenay National Patk
(KNP) ftom 1930 to 1945 killed approximately 2.5 times the number of trees killed
in the most recent infestation, although the
eatlier incident was smaller on a spatial scale
(Powell 1966).
The current KNP mountain pine beetle
infestation is part of a larger, regional infestation that began in the late 1970's (Unger
1992). This infestation may be just one
symptom ofgenerally declining fotest health
in western North America that some experts have attributed to changing land management practices, particularly fire suppression (Agee 1993). The Kootenay Valley in
KNP was relatively un-managed until the
Banff-Windermere Highway was constructed and the park was established in the
early 1920's (Rod Heitzmann pers. comm.).
Since 1920, the park's annual burned area

has decreased (Masters 1990, Van Wagner
1995). Whether this decrease is the result of
fire suppression, the absence of aboriginal
fire or climate change is uncertain. Research will probably show that a combination of all three factors led to this result (see
Research Links 3[2]).
THIS STUDY
The objective of the preliminary phase of
the mountain pine beetle {Dendroctonous
ponderosae) palaeoecology project was to
determine whether a comprehensive reconstruction of the palaeoentomology of the
Kootenay Valley is possible. If so, perhaps it
can be determined whether large-scale
mountain pine beetle infestations ate a natural part of the forest ecosystem in KNP.
Fossil Coleoptera (beetles) are effective
i n d i c a t o r s of palaeoecological a n d
palaeoclimatic conditions (Morgan and
Morgan 1980). Since Coleoptera are abundant, diverse, and occupy a wide variety of
specialized ecological niches, their remains
serve as effective indicators of past ecosystems (Elias 1994). Their success in most
environments and the resilience of their
exoskeletons to sediment compaction are
the primary reasons underlying the relative
dominance of Coleoptera fossils within most
Quaternary sediments (those dating back 1
to 3 million years). Since Coleoptera species are known to remain stable over hundreds of thousands of years, it is possible to
compare the fossilized remains with present
day organisms.
O f the Coleoptera, the family Scolytidae
(bark and ambrosia beetles) is particularly
important to palaeoecology because the
majotity of its species select a specific genus
ot species of host plant (Btight 1976). This
species-specific, host-parasite relationship
makes it possible to derive information about
both populations based on data from either
population. The two study sites are located
in the Kootenay Valley in KNP. Dog Lake
is approximately 26 km notth/north-east of
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the town of Radium, and Cobb Lake is
approximately 14 km east of Radium.
LAKE CORE ANALYSIS
A single, two-mette-long, percussion
sediment core was extracted from each of
Dog and Cobb Lakes during the winter of
1995 [Research Links 3[2]). Cores were
halved longitudinally and frozen moist for
subsequent analysis. For each lake, one half
core (approximately one litre of sediment
material), was analyzed for fossil Coleoptera
remains. Fossil fragments were extracted
from 15 to 17 depths within the upper 80
cm section of each core (representing approximately 3000 years of sedimentation),
and analysed using high power magnification (Scanning Electron Microscopy, SEM).
Recognizable fragments were identified using taxonomic keys and reference materials
(Prenzel 1996).
RESULTS
Numerous fossil Coleoptera were readily
recovered from late Holocene (10 000 years
to present) sediments from Cobb and Dog
lakes. Characteristic elytral (forewing) and
pronotal 1 micro-sculpturing and microornamentation (Figure 1) indicated that
the fragments preserved within the sediment matrix were of high quality, and that
the isolation technique maintained the structural integrity of the fragments (Figure 2).
DISCUSSION
The methodology developed and implemented as part of this study proved effective
in disaggregating compacted sediments, isolating intact fossil Coleoptera fragments
and preparing them for subsequent analysis
— continued on page 20 —

T h e pronotum is the hardened dorsal surface of a beetle's
body between the head and the base of the wings.

Mountain Pine Beetle Ecology
— continuedfrompage 19 using scanning electron microscopy. The Dendroctonusspp. specimen was recovered with the two elytra
and thorax joined, providing evidence
for their resilience to the sedimentation
process and for the effectiveness of the
isolation technique. Scanning electron
microscopy allowed for the condition of
fossil Coleoptera specimens to be determined based on surface ornamentation
and sculpturing. These same characteristics allow for the species level identification of fossil Coleoptera specimens
t h a t is necessary for
effective
palaeoentomological investigation. Considering the small volume of sediment
that was analyzed for fossil Coleoptera as
part of this study, it is difficult to make
specific
statements
regarding
palaeoecological and palaeoclimatic
changes and trends.
Figure 1: Fossil beetle
elytron (wing cover).

agement decisions
regarding infestation
and fire suppression.
It is unclear from the
results to
date
whether a chronology of this kind can
be developed. If the
fossil record is insufficient for mountain
pine beetle recon- Figure 2: Detail of beetle elytron emphasizing
struction purposes,
micro-ornamentation.
palaeological reconstructions of other invertebrate fauna may be possible. Research is
currently underway in KNP to define aquatic invertebrate indicator species. Terrestrial invertebrate indicators can also be developed. Long term chronologies of critical indicators will provide
baseline data for future evaluation.
Bjorn Prenzel specializes in forest insect ecology, and is co-author of
the Kootenay National Park Non-Native Plant Management plan.
Robert Walker is the Fire and Vegetation Specialist for Mountain
District West, Parks Canada. Forfurther information, please contact
Rob Walker: Tel: (604) 347-9361, e-mail: rob_walker@pch.gc.ca.

A long-term chronology of mountain
pine beetle infestations in the Kootenay
Valley could provide valuable ecological
information which may influence man-
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Historical Transformation of the Fish
Fauna of the Central Canadian Rockies
David W. Mayhood
The relative isolation and protection of
many of the lakes and streams in the national
parks of rhe Canadian Rockies may tempt
some to think that the fish populations of the
region are in near-pristine condition. Regrettably this is not the case.
Recently, I surveyed existing historical and
modern information on fish distribution and
abundance within the Canadian Rocky Mountains surrounding and including Banff,
Kootenay and Yoho national parks to document changes in the regional fish fauna. The
results were disturbing. Fifty-four species of
fishes, in 12 families, have been reporred to
exist in or near the central Rockies, but of
these, only 33 are (or were) native to some
part of the study area or connected waters. At
least 10 native species have suffered losses of
significant conservation concern. Of the 21
introduced fishes, at least 13 have managed to
persist somewhere in the region.
THE DECLINE OF NATIVE FISHES
The Banff longnose dace, an endemic subspecies known only from the Cave and Basin
Hot Springs at Banff, is now extinct. The
chinook salmon, whose nest-digging activities were once a hazard to navigators in the
upper Columbia River, was extirpated from
the region by dams on the river mainstem.
Similarly, Pacific lamprey, white sturgeon,
sockeye and steelhead (sea-run rainbow trout)
stocks that once migrated from the sea as far
as the central Canadian Rockies, if they have
not been extirpated, are now landlocked behind dams. Most native stocks of cutthroat
trout have been destroyed by numerous human perturbations. Native stocks of inland
rainbow trout may have suffered a similar
fate, but they have not been adequately surveyed. Bull trout are absent from some of
their former warers, and have been severely
depleted throughout the area by a variety of
human activities. Two of the rare lake tout
populations native to the Rockies have probably hybridized wirh introduced stocks. The
chiselmouth is rare in the study area and is
currently being considered for listing as vulnerable in BC.
THREATS OF INTRODUCED
SPECIES
Many inrroduced species have become
esrablished and some have become widespread,

posing significant conservation concerns. Introduced brook and brown trout have been
especially successful, largely replacing native
cutthroat and bull trout in many east slopes
waters. Most rainbow trout stocks introduced
to the upper Bow drainage have evidently
failed to persist over the long term, but they
have introgressively hybridized with native
cutthroats, especially in the Bow River
mainstem and its lower tributaries. Introduced
lake trout stocks have replaced native bull
trout in at least two Banff National Park lakes.
Several other introduced charrs, including
Arctic charr, splake (a reproductively viable
artificial hybrid of lake trout and brook trout)
and northern Dolly Varden may have hybridized with stocks of native charrs, bull trout and
lake trout. Yellowstone cutthroat trout, and
exotic subspecies introduced widely into the
mountain national parks, also pose the threat
of hybridization to the native black-spotted
trouts in those waters. Kokanee (landlocked
sockeye), which are not native to the region,
are now well-established in several west slopes
lakes and reservoirs, invading Kootenay National Park by the thousands every fall. Western mosquitofish, a warmwater exotic, and the
tropical sailfin molly and African jewelfish,
have all been established for a long time in the
Cave and Basin Hot Springs marsh, and have
been implicated in the extinction of the Banff
longnose dace. On the other hand, one introduced Grear Lakes species, the cisco in Lake
Minnewanka, may be of special value for conservation because stocks in lakes Ontario and
Erie are rhought to be endangered.
CASE HISTORY: TROUT IN THE
BOW RIVER BASIN
The fate of native trout in the Bow River
drainage demonstrares how profound the
changes in fish fauna have been. Both bull
trout (really a charr) and wesrslope cutthroat
trout, the only subspecies of black-spotted
trout native to the Bow drainage, were originally widespread and often abundant before
the arrival of the railway in the mid-1880s.
Although they were excluded from most high
mountain lakes and the upper reaches of mountain streams by waterfalls, they evidently occupied hundreds of kilometres of the river
mainstems, accessible tributaries and the few
(mostly main valley) lakes accessible to fish.
Wanton destruction of trout populations
by almost every conceivable means was reported shortly after the arrival of the railway,
prompting demands for hatchery restocking.
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Hatcheries were duly built, and both native
and exotic trout were introduced throughout
the drainage. Native stocks of cutthroat were
translocated to formerly fishless lakes, or were
stocked on top of existing, probably genetically distinct, populations. Worse, exotic
Yellowstone cutthroats and rainbows were
widely introduced on top of the depleted
native cutthroat stocks. These introgressively
hybridized with native cutthroat populations,
ensuring the permanent loss of the native
genotypes. Similarly, brook trout of eastern
North America were stocked widely and became well-established throughout the basin.
Brook trour can displace both cutthroats and
bull trout, especially where the native
populations have been depleted.
Concomitant with overexploitation and the
introduction of exotics, the basin was undergoing extensive human alteration and development. A dense network of roads was built,
altering basin hydrology, supporting extensive agriculture, forestry and petroleum development, urbanization along the river and
increased recreational fishing. Perhaps most
significantly, hydroelectric dams were built
and operated as peaking facilities. The dams
blocked fish passage and produced large daily
variations in flow downstream, which severely limited stream habitat and productivity for trout. Under such highly modified
conditions, introduced species often fare better than native species.
The cumulative effects of these humaninduced changes to the Bow drainage on
native trout have been devastating. Cutthroat
trout of any description, native or introduced, introgressed or otherwise, are virtually
absent from the Bow River below Lake Louise,
and from nearly all of the river's tributaries,
including the entire Kananaskis River and
mosr of its tributaries. Renowned stocks that
once supported high-quality indigenous and
sport fisheries in the Spray and Lower
Kananaskis lakes have disappeared. Only a
few fragmentary native populations remain,
mainly in isolated headwaters, or as
translocated genetically depauperate stocks in
small high-mountain lakes. Bull trout are
absent or extremely rare in rhe Bow mainstem
below Bow Falls, including the Kananaskis
River below Lower Kananaskis Lake. Now
exotic species are the sole trout occupying
hundreds of kilometres of streams in the Bow
drainage where once the only trout were
narive cutthroats and bull trout.
— continued on page 6 —

Conference Organizers announce conference theme and issue the Callfor Papers

SAMPA III
Conference organizers announced the conference theme and issued the Call for Papers for the Third International Conference on the Science
and Management of Protected Areas (SAMPA III). In Calgary from May 12 to 16, 1997, conference participants will consider the linkages
between protected areas and the management of whole ecosystems in both terrestrial and marine environments.
The theme for SAMPA III is linking protected areas with working landscapes and conserving biodiversity. Topic areas are:
•
•
•
•
•

Partnerships in Linking Protected Areas and Working Landscapes
The Role of Biosphere Reserves in Linking
Protected Areas and Working Landscapes
Linking Ecological Monitoring in Working
Landscapes and Protected Areas
Greater Ecosystem Concepts
Education and the Development of Public Awareness and Support

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Defining and Measuring Biodiversity
Biodiversity in Protected Areas
Biodiversity in Working Landscapes
Maintaining Ecological Integrity and Biodiversity
Managing Natural Resources While Protecting Biodiversity
Cross Boundary Issues: Air, Water, Wildlife
Applications in Landscape Ecology

The Call for Papers is out, and abstracts for papers, posters, workshops, panels or exhibits are due January 17, 1997. Organizers coach authors
to write the abstract to spark the readers' interest, and provide whatever background is required to understand how you reached your conclusions
and why they are important. Single-spaced, typewritten abstracts must fit within a box of 17cm x 9cm (6" x 3"), including title of the paper
and name of the author(s). Contact the Conference Secretariat for more information.
Twice—in Halifax in 1994 and in Wolfville in 1991—the conferences served as a forum for presenting and discussing current perspectives
on the role of science in managing protected areas and the role of protected areas in the conduct, support and promotion of scientific research.
A special marine symposium will again be part of the conference, and pre- and post-conference tours will highlight marine and terrestrial
protected areas. More details on conference arrangements will appear in future issues of Research Links. In addition, you will soon be able to
visit the SAMPA III webpage—look for a link to us from the Banff or George Wright Society websites.
For a link to SAMPA III check: http://www.worldweb.com/ParksCanada-Banffor http://www.portup.com/-gws/home.html. All communications
should be sent to Patricia Benson, SAMPA HI Conference Secretariat, #552, 220 4'h Avenue SE, Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2G 4X3.
Tel: (403) 292-4519, fax: (403) 292-4404, e-mail: sampa3@pch.gc.ca.

Flowing into the Future
- continuedfrom page 18 —
ALBERTA

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Alberta joined the CHRS in 1994 and has since completed a
province-wide systems study to assess and rank rivers based on their
potential for inclusion in the C H R S . The systems study, completed
this spring, has been circulated to local authorities in Alberta. The
onus is now on these local authorities to advance proposals for
heritage river nomination. Individuals, grassroots organizations,
environmental groups and town and municipal governments
throughout the province have expressed great interest in the
program. An important condition of assessing Alberta's candidate
rivers for nomination is the support or involvement of local and
grassroots organizations. This process is working well on the
Clearwater River where local support recently led to the nomination of the river from the Saskatchewan-Alberta border to its
confluence with the Athabasca River at Fort McMurray. Albertans'
interest in conserving and enjoying our river heritage guarantees
future heritage river nominations. For more information on the
Alberta program, contact:

British Columbia joined the CHRS in 1993 and has since
established a parallel BC Heritage Rivers System (BCHRS) to
promote good stewardship for all rivers, identify and recognize
rivers of provincial significance, and nominate rivers of national or
international significance to the CHRS. BC recently made the
Adams, Babine, Blackwater, Cowichan, Fraser, Skagit and Stikine
rivers inaugural candidates for the provincial system. T h e
Similkameen River is a candidate for BCHRS nomination, following further community consultation. The Fraser river has also been
nominated by the BC Heritage Rivers Board for Canadian Heritage River status. For more information, contact:
BC Heritage Rivers Board
2nd Floor, 800 Johnston Street
Victoria, BC V8V 1X4
Tel: (604) 387-5002
FAX: (604) 387-5757

Ted Dykstra
8th Floor, Standard Life Centre
10405 Jasper Avenue
Edmonton, AB
T5J 3 N 4
Tel: (403) 427-7009, Fax: (403) 427-7009

Brian Reader coordinates the Cnadian Heritage Rivers System for
Alberta Region, Parks Canada. For further information, please call
(403)
292-4748,
fax:
(403)
292-4404,
or
e-mail:
brian_ reader@pch.gc. ca.
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mum size limits force anglers to release all captured fish under the
size limit. Similarly, daily or seasonal possession limits can lead to
anglers releasing smaller fish so they can fill their creel with large
fish. Other anglers may choose to release female spawners and only
kill non-spawning fish and adult males.

Angling is a popular outdoor recreational activity. In 1990, a
government survey indicated that 6.3 million people, approximately one in every five Canadians, practiced angling. The same
survey indicated that direct expenditures from angling added 2.8
billion dollars to the Canadian economy in 1990.

In the 1950s, studies began to show that catch-and-release only
(then called "fishing for fun") regulations could be used to keep
heavily pressured trout fisheries open to angling while simultaneously providing high catch rates and protection for wild stocks. In
the last 40 years, catch-and-release has grown in popularity. Many
anglers now practice it voluntarily as a personal philosophy. A
popular phrase among these anglers is: "A gamefish is too valuable
to be caught only once. The fish you release is your gift to another
angler (Lee Wulff)."

Wide-spread participation and the economic importance of
angling dictates that we ensure our fishery resources are managed
not only for today, but also for future generations. We need to:
• protect and conserve aquatic habitats that are important to
sportfish and their prey;
• ensure that harvests of sportfish by anglers, and other types of
harvest, such as commercial fishing, are sustainable; and
• ensure that natural reproduction equals, or exceeds, natural
and fishing-related mortalities combined.

Catch-and-release only regulations have also become popular
with fisheries managers as a means of developing and maintaining
high quality sportfisheries in specific waterbodies. They have also
been used to facilitate regional or provincial recovery efforts for
some species. Catch-and-release only regulations are in effect for
bull trout throughout Alberta where they are a "species of special
concern." Rather than close all bull trout fisheries to angling,
province-wide regulations, which apply to national parks, allow
anglers to catch, but not kill bull trout. The regulations allow
anglers to legally catch bull trout while targeting other species with
a harvestable surplus in waters where bull trout also reside.

Growing participation in angling and incteasing demands on
our aquatic resources in terms of sewage disposal, urban stormwater
run-off, and irrigation withdrawals, are making it increasingly
difficult for natural fish reproductive rates to remain high enough
to replace fish succumbing to natural and fishing-related mortality. Consequently, protecting and conserving aquatic habitats
becomes very important.
Since concerned stakeholders, or user groups often lobby governments to help ensure that our natural resources are managed
properly, some argue that the future of our fishery resources rests
with the continued growth of angling as a recreational activity.
However, the productivity of our wild fishery resources has
natural limitations. To meet the demands of growing numbers of
anglers, we often need to limit harvests of sportfish populations.
This task is accomplished through a combination of voluntary
efforts and government-enforced regulations.

Although there are many benefits to catch-and-release fishing,
there are also some drawbacks. Increased fishing pressure can
result because some anglers are attracted to specially regulated
waterbodies. In some instances, the popularity of these waterbodies
has led to large crowds of anglers, which some anglers see as
reducing the "quality of their angling experience." Catch-andrelease fishing also has also been called into question morally and
ethically. Some critics argue that it is nothing more than a form of
fish torture for the sake of recreation.

Traditionally, angling to kill fish for the frying pan or deep
freeze was encouraged because recreational fishing was a management objective. As angling pressure and habitat loss increased,
many of Canada's sportfisheries declined. Declines were first
apparent in Atlantic salmon stocks along the east coast in the late
1800s. By the early 1900s, Banff National Park (BNP) began to
introduce brook trout from Ontario to supplement declining
fisheries, and by 1913, BNP implemented angling regulations to
restrict harvests. These regulations included an annual angling
closure on all flowing waters from November 1 to June 30,
possession limits of 15 fish per day, and prohibited harvesting of
fish under 15 cm in length.

Despite drawbacks, catch-and-release only regulations can be an
effective management tool, particularly for waterbodies with
heavy fishing pressure. Advocates of these regulations argue that
because fishing for recreation is emphasized, as opposed to fishing
for food, anglers can continue to pursue their interests despite
increasing angling pressure and the natural limitations of our wild
sportfisheries. The regulations also allow managers to provide
anglers with high quality sportfisheries. These aspects are important because of the economic benefits of angling, and the role of
user groups in ensuring our aquatic resources are managed for
future generations. Providing high quality sportfisheries is important because they can be used as indicators of the functional
integrity of the watersheds where our crystal-clear, cold, clean
drinking water supplies originate.

As exhibited by BNP's early regulations, several options exist to
regulate angler harvest: possession limits, permanent or temporary
closures of waterbodies, size limits, and catch-and-release only
regulations. With the exception of waterbody closures, the options
often involve some form of catch-and-release. For example, mini-

Kerry Bretvin is with Trout Unlimited Canada. Tel: (403) 2218369, fax: (403)221-8368, e-mail: troutunl@freenet.calgary.ah.ca
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MEETINGS

Sustaining Ecosystems and People in Temperate and Boreal Forests. Victoria,
BC. This international conference, focused on integrating conservation of biological
diversity with social and economic goals, intends to promote understanding of
sustainability issues and to emphasize constructive, long-term solutions needed to
sustain biological diversity of native forests and the human communities they
support. Contact Connections Victoria Ltd., P.O. Box 40046, Victoria, BC, V8W
3N3. Tel: (604) 382-0332, fax: (604) 382-2076, e-mail: convic@octonet.com. For
on-line information and registration forms: http://www.octonet.com/connvic/
ecomain.html.

September 26-29, 1996

Building Ideas, the annual conference of the Association for Preservation of
Technology International (APT). Winnipeg, MB. This annual meeting (APT'96)
will be followed by three days of workshops, September 29 to October 1. There will
be separate workshops on masonry conservation, with emphasis on terra cotta and
cast stone, and the conservation of historic log structures. For details, contact the
Conference Chair at P.O. Box 27054 360 Main Street, Winnipeg, MB. R3C 4T3.
Tel: (204) 983-4718, fax: (204) 983-5365, e-mail: susan_algie@pch.gc.ca.

September 2 9 October 1, 1996

Caring for Home Place: Protected Areas and Landscape Ecology. Regina, SK.
The theme of this joint national conference of the Canadian Council on Ecological
Areas (CCEA) and the Canadian Society for Landscape Ecology and Management
(CSLEM), will go beyond traditional petspectives on protected areas to embrace the
idea of sustaining "healthy" ecosystems in which biophysical, social, cultural, and
economic considerations are in close agreement. Contact CCEA/CSLEM "Home
Place" Conference 96, c/o Canadian Plains Research Centre, University of Regina,
Regina, Saskatchewan, S4S 0A2. Tel: (306) 585-4758, fax: (306) 585-4699, e-mail:
cprc@max.cc.uregina.ca.

October 6-8, 1996

1996 TTRA Canada Conference: a Tourism for all Seasons. Winnipeg, MB.
Topics include the feasibility of four season tourism, high-season capacity issues, the
challenges of winter tourism, and the role of cultural tourism. Contact Grant Meder,
Tourism Winnipeg. Tel: (204) 943-1970.

October 13-23, 1996

IUCN World Conservation Congress: Caring for the Earth. Montreal Convention
Centre, Montreal, QB. The Congress will make an objective appraisal of the future
challenges facing our fragile planet and assess world trends from environmental,
economic and social perspectives. Contact IUCN World Conservation Congress,
Canadian Heritage / Parks Canada, Guy-Favreau Complex, 200 Rene-Levesque
Blvd. West, West Tower, 6th Floor, Montreal, QB, H2Z 1X4. Tel: (514) 496-5387,
fax: (514) 283-2015, e-mail: congress_iucn@pch.gc.ca.

October 24—26 1996

Sacred Lands: Claims and Conflicts. Department of Native Studies, University of
Manitoba. This intetdisciplinary and international conference explores the concept of
sacred lands and the special considerations required to preserve these lands during land
claims and other developments. Contact Jill Oakes, Kathi Kinew or Rick Riewe,
Department of Native Studies, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T
5V5. Tel: (204) 474-9266, or fax: (204) 261-0333.

October 3 0 November 2, 1996

Reaching Museum Audiences Using New Technology. Westin Hotel, Ottawa.
The 1996 Annual Conference of the Museum Computer Network (MCN), Cohosted by the Canadian Heritage Information Network (CHIN). This year's conference will focus on the use of the Internet, interchange standards, imaging,
multimedia applications, collections management, and networking. The conference
will offer workshops, panel sessions, special interest group meetings, and exhibits of
the latest in software and automation services for museums. Evening receptions will
be held at the Canadian Museum of Civilization, the National Gallery of Canada,
and the National Aviation Museum. To obtain the conference program, registration
materials, or information on exhibiting, see CHIN's Web site at http://
www.chin.gc.ca., or contact Gail Eagen, MCN '96 Program Chair, at the Canadian
Heritage Information Network, 15 Eddy Street, 4th floor, Hull, Quebec, Canada,
K1A 0M5. Tel: (819) 994-1200, fax: (819) 994-9555. E-mail: geagen@chin.gc.ca.
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